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Lagache et al. 2005 ARAA

Infrared ‘light’ – what is it?

Infrared ‘light’ – why?

Why go to space
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CMB measurement key factors

1. The signal has a black-body spectrum
2. The signal peaks  in the microwave range l ~3 mm; n ~ 100 GHz
3. The signal has three main spatial components

• A monopole at ~2.7 K
• A “cosmological” dipole at 3 mK
• Anisotropies at ~ 50 µK

4. The cosmological signal is very faint and is superimposed on a strong 
background, implying the need for

• Broadband measurements with many receivers (sensitivity)
• Extreme stability
• Immunity from systematic effects
• Large spatial coverage

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

The sky as seen by a CMB experiment, 
e.g. Planck

CMB, T ~ 2.7 K

Dipole, DT ~3 mK

Milky Way, DT ~1 mK

CMB anisotropies, DT ~50 µK
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Penzias & Wilson 1964-1965
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which would connect the maser amplifier either to the antenna or to
Arno’s helium-cooled reference noise source5 (cold load). This would allow
an accurate comparison of the equivalent temperature of the antenna to
that of the cold load, since the noise from the rest of the radiometer would
be constant during switching. A diagram of this calibration system6 i s
shown in Figure 3 and its operation is described below.

NOISE LAMP

Fig. 3 The switching and calibration system of our 7.35 cm radiometer, The reference port
was normally connected to the helium cooled reference source through a noise adding
attenuator.

a. Switch
The switch for comparing the cold load to the antenna consists of the two
polarization couplers and the polarization rotator shown in Fig. 3. This
type of switch had been used by D. H. Ring in several radiometers at
Holmdel. It had the advantage of stability, low loss, and small reflections.
The circular waveguide coming from the antenna contains the two ortho-
gonal modes of polarization received by the antenna. The first polarization
coupler reflected one mode of linear polarization back to the antenna and
substituted the signal from the cold load for it in the waveguide going to
the rotator. The second polarization coupler took one of the two modes of
linear polarization coming from the polarization rotator and coupled it to
the rectangular (single-mode) waveguide going to the maser. The polariza-
tion rotator is the microwave equivalent of a half-wave plate in optics. It is a

Fig. 9 The first measurement which clearly showed the presence of the microwave back-

ground. Noise temperature is plotted increasing to the right. At the top, the antenna pointed
at 90” elevation is seen to have the samt noise temperature as the cold load with 0.04 db
attenuation (about 7.5K). This is considerably above the expected value of 3.3K.

the antenna and has about the same temperature as the cold load plus .04
dB, corresponding to a total of about 7.5 K. This was a troublesome result.
The antenna temperature should have been only the sum of the atmo-
spheric contribution (2.3 K) and the radiation from the walls of the
antenna and ground (1 K). The excess system temperature found in the
previous experiments had, contrary to our expectations, all been in the
antenna or beyond. We now had a direct comparison of the antenna with
the cold load and had to assign our excess temperature to the antenna
whereas in the previous cases only the total system temperature was mea-
sured. If we had missed some loss, the cold load might have been warmer
than calculated, but it could not be colder than 4.2 K - the temperature of
the liquid helium. The antenna was at least 2 K hotter than that. Unless we
could understand our “antenna problem” our 21 cm galactic halo experi-
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A.A. Penzias, R.W. 
Wilson, 
“A Measurement of 
Excess 
Antenna Temperature 
at 4080 Mc/s” 
Ap. J. 142, 419 
(1965)  
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“…Measurements of the … noise 
temperature have yielded a 
value about 3.5 K higher than 
expected. … isotropic, 
unpolarized, and free from 
seasonal observations…
A possible explanation is the 
one given by Dicke et al…”

Press release 1978
Mysterious background radiation

It has been known for a relatively long time that various astronomical objects emit radiation in the form of radio waves. Radioastronomy 
has grown in significance and is now a very important complement to classical optical astronomy. The radiation is emitted in various 
ways; for example, hydrogen clouds in the Galaxy radiate when excited, and cosmic ray electrons radiate when spiralling in the weak 
magnetic fields of interstellar space. Various objects, such as single stars, galaxies and - quasars, have been found to emit radio waves. 
In order to study these radio sources, it is, of course, necessary that their radiation show up over the general background radiation. The 
composition and origin of this background were for a long time not well understood; it was assumed to consist of the integrated 
radiation from a great number of sources, both galactic and extragalactic.
The study of cosmic microwave radiation, and especially of the weak background radiation, obviously requires the use of a very sensitive 
receiver. Such an apparatus was built in the beginning of the 1960s at Bell Telephone Laboratories in the USA. It was originally used for 
radio communications with the satellites Echo and Telstar. When this instrument became available for research, the two radio 
astronomers, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, decided to use it for the study of microwave background radiation. It was very well suited 
for this purpose: the instrument noise, i.e., the radiation created by the instrument itself, was very low; furthermore, it was tuned to a 
wavelength of 7 centimeters. It was already known that the intensity of cosmic microwaves decreases with decreasing wavelength; 
hence, the intensity at 7 centimeters would be expected to be quite low. However, to their surprise, Penzias and Wilson found a 
comparatively high intensity. They suspected at first that this radiation must originate either in the instrument or in the atmosphere. 
However, by painstaking testing, they showed that it came from outer space and that its intensity was the same in all directions. Hence, 
their measurements allowed the surprising conclusion that the universe is filled uniformly with microwave radiation.
These two researchers made no suggestions about the origin of this mysterious radiation. When their discovery became known, 
however, it was found that speculations had already been made about the existence of a weak, microwave background radiation. The
starting-point for these speculations had been a number of attempts, made during the 1940s, to explain the synthesis of chemical
elements. A theory developed by the American physicist Gamow and his associates suggested that this synthesis took place at the 
beginning of the existence of the universe. It is known from studies of the spectra of stars and galaxies that the universe is at present 
expanding uniformly. This means that at a certain point, 15 billion years ago, the universe was very compact; it is thus tempting to 
assume that the universe was created by a cosmic explosion, or 'big bang', although other explanations are possible. This 'big bang' 
theory implies the occurrence of very high temperatures, of about 10 billion degrees. Only at those temperatures can various nuclear 
reactions take place such that chemical elements could be built up from the elementary particles assumed to be present from the very 
beginning. It also implies the release of a large amount of radiation, whose spectrum extends from the X-ray region, through visible 
light, to radio waves. After this hypothetical explosion, the temperature would decrease rapidly (the whole 'creation' is assumed to have 
been completed in a few minutes). The question then remains of what would have happened to the debris of the explosion: matter, 
consisting of hydrogen, helium and various other light elements, would have expanded as a hot cloud of gas which would gradually have 
cooled down to form condensations, which developed into galaxies and stars. But what about the radiation? Since the universe is 
virtually transparent to radiation of these wavelengths, nothing would really have happened to it: the radiation would expand in universe 
at the same rate as the universe is expanding. The question is whether it still exists and, if so, whether it can be detected. The difficulty 
here is that because of the expansion of the universe, the wavelength of the radiation has decreased, in the same way that light from 
distant galaxies is 'red-shifted' Instead of the 'hard' radiation that would have been emitted during the 'big bang', the radiation that 
might be detected now would correspond to that emitted by a body with a temperature of 3 degrees above absolute zero. No visible
light is emitted at such a low temperature, and the radiation emitted falls : entirely within the microwave region, with a maximum 
intensity of about 0.1 centimeters. It was because of these difficulties that the early predictions were forgotten: it was assumed that it 
would be impossible to detect such weak radiation in the cosmic noise
When Penzias and Wilson discovered cosmic microwave background radiation, it was reasonable to suspect that it was fossil radiation 
from the 'big bang'. Support for this interpretation came from a number of investigations of the shape of the spectrum, which soon 
showed that it was indeed that which would be expected for a body with a temperature of 3 degrees. This provided solid support for the 
view that background radiation is the fossil remains of the 'big bang'; other interpretations are possible, however, even if they lack 
detailed theoretical backgrounds. The discovery of Penzias and Wilson was a fundamental one: it has made it possible to obtain 
information about cosmic processes that took place a very long time ago, at the time of the creation of the universe.
Recently, investigation of this radiation has been extended. Due to the fact that it fills the entire universe and interacts with interstellar 
and intergalactic matter, it can be used as a measuring probe. During the last few years it has been found that this radiation is not quite 
uniform and that it is intensity has a certain directional dependence; this can be interpreted as an effect of the motion of the earth and 
of the solar system relative to the radiation field, and its variation can be used to measure that motion. Since the distribution of the 
intensity of the radiation reflects the distribution of matter in the universe, the possibility is opened up of defining absolute motion in 
space. Thus, the discovery of cosmic microwave background radiation by Penzias and Wilson has marked an important stage in the 
science of cosmogony. 

These two researchers made no suggestions about the origin 
of this mysterious radiation. When their discovery became 
known, however, it was found that speculations had already 
been made about the existence of a weak, microwave 
background radiation.
… , it was reasonable to suspect that it was fossil radiation 
from the 'big bang'. Support for this interpretation came from 
a number of investigations of the shape of the spectrum, 
which soon showed that it was indeed that which would be 
expected for a body with a temperature of 3 degrees. This 
provided solid support for the view that background radiation 
is the fossil remains of the 'big bang'; other interpretations 
are possible, however, even if they lack detailed theoretical 
backgrounds.

R.H. Dicke, P.J.E. Peebles, et al.
“Cosmic Black-Body Radiation”
Ap. J. 142, 414 (1965)  
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COBE - Cosmic 
Background Explorer
• The COBE satellite was developed by NASA's

Goddard Space Flight Center to measure the
diffuse infrared and microwave radiation from the
early universe to the limits set by our astrophysical
environment.

• launched November 18, 1989 
• 3 instruments:

• Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS)
to compare the spectrum of the cosmic microwave
background radiation with a precise blackbody, 

• Differential Microwave Radiometer (DMR) to map
the cosmic radiation sensitively, and

• Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment (DIRBE) to
search for the cosmic infrared background
radiation. 

Source: The COBE Home Page, http://space.gsfc.nasa.gov/astro/cobe/
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

COBE - Cosmic 
Background Explorer

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

http://space.gsfc.nasa.gov/astro/cobe/
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FIRAS: Far-Infrared Absolute 
Spectrometer

Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS)

• Should measure precisely the spectrum of the cosmic microwave background
radiation over the wavelength range from 0.1 to 10 mm 

• 7 degree field of view
• polarizing Michelson interferometer with bolometer detectors to determine the

intensity of the incoming light at a large number of wavelengths (i.e., a spectrum) 
simultaneously.

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

FIRAS products

FIRAS maps cover the whole sky and provide spectrophotometric data at frequencies 
ranging from 1 to 97 cm-1 (30 to 2910 GHz). The main celestial emission components in 
this interval are the cosmic microwave background, the spectrum of which FIRAS was 
designed to measure precisely, thermal emission from interstellar dust, and line emission 
from various molecules, atoms, and ions, including the CO rotational ladder (from J=1-0 
to J=6-5), the C+ 158 micron line, and other important interstellar cooling lines.
1. CMB Temperature Map
2. Galactic Dust Continuum Spectra and Interstellar Dust Parameters: maps of 

the residual sky spectrum after modelled emission from the CMBR, interplanetary 
dust (zodiacal emission), and interstellar lines have been subtracted.

3. Spectral Sky Maps: two low-spectral resolution products which cover the full FIRAS 
frequency range at ~25 GHz resolution; and a high-spectral resolution product which 
covers the frequency range 30 - 660 GHz at 6.9 GHz resolution. These files contain a 
spectrum at each pixel.

4. Line Emission Maps give the intensity and the associated uncertainty in each of 18 
emission lines, of which the following 9 were detected: the 158 micron ground state 
transition of C+, an important neutral interstellar gas coolant; the N+ 122 micron and 
205 micron transitions, which trace extended low-density ionized gas; the 370 
micron and 609 micron lines of neutral carbon, which arise in photodissociation
regions; and the CO J=2-1, 3-2, 4-3, and 5-4 lines, which trace the molecular gas.

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Cosmological discovery: FIRAS

• The cosmic microwave background (CMB) 
spectrum is that of a nearly perfect blackbody
with a temperature of 2.726 +/- 0.0013 K 
(Fixsen et al 2009) 

Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS)
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

• This observation
matches the
predictions of the
hot Big Bang theory
extraordinarily well

• Should detect anisotropy
• 2 antennas for each wavelength: 3.3, 5.7 and

9.6mm
• Antennas are 60 degrees apart
• Antennas are switched to ensure difference

comes from the sky and not from differences in 
the antennas

• 7 degree field of view

DMR: Differential Microwave
Radiometer

Differential Microwave Radiometer (DMR)
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Cosmological discovery: DMR

The CMB was found to have intrinsic
"anisotropy" for the first time, at a level of a 
part in 100,000. 
These tiny variations in the intensity of the
CMB over the sky show how matter and energy
was distributed when the Universe was still 
very young. 
Later, the early structures seen by DMR 
developed into galaxies, galaxy clusters, and
the large scale structure that we see in the
Universe today. 

Differential Microwave Radiometer (DMR)
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

DIRBE: Diffuse Infrared Background 
Experiment

Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment (DIRBE)

• Measures absolute brightness at 
ten wavelengths (1.25 to 240µm)

• Internal temperature
comparison

• Polarisation at three shortest
wavelengths

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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DIRBE data products

• A model of zodiacal emission
• Zodi-Subtracted Mission Average (ZSMA) Maps at 1.25, 2.2, 

3.5, 4.9, 12, 25, 60, 100, 140 and 240 microns.
• Galactic Plane Maps cover Galactic latitudes |b| < 10 deg at 

longitudes 30 deg < l < 330 deg and cover |b| < 15 deg elsewhere. 
• Solar System Objects Data: flux densities and other data 

pertaining to individual passages of solar system objects through the 
DIRBE field of view during the period of cryogenic operation, from 11 
December 1989 to 21 September 1990. The data include the 
following objects: Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Ceres, Pallas, and 
Vesta.

• …

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Cosmological discovery: DIRBE

• Infrared absolute sky brightness maps in the
wavelength range 1.25 to 240 microns were obtained to
carry out a search for the cosmic infrared background
(CIB). 

• The CIB represents a "core sample" of the Universe; it
contains the cumulative emissions of stars and galaxies
dating back to the epoch when these objects first began
to form. 

• The CIB was originally detected in the two longest
DIRBE wavelength bands, 140 and 240 microns, and in 
the short-wavelength end of the FIRAS spectrum.

• Subsequent analyses have yielded detections of the CIB 
in the near-infrared DIRBE sky maps. 

Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment (DIRBE)
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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J. Mather, et al., 
“A preliminary measurement of 
the cosmic 
microwave background spectrum 
by the 
Cosmic Background Explorer 
(COBE) satellite,” 
Ap. J. Lett. 354, L37 (1990)  

G. F. Smoot, C. L Bennett, A. 
Kogut, et al., 
“Structure in the COBE DMR first 
year maps,” 
Ap. J. Lett. 396, L1 (1992)
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Press release 2006

Pictures of a newborn Universe
This year the Physics Prize is awarded for work that looks back into the infancy of the Universe 

and attempts to gain some understanding of the origin of galaxies and stars. It is based on 
measurements made with the help of the COBE satellite launched by NASA in 1989.

The COBE results provided increased support for the Big Bang scenario for the origin of the 
Universe, as this is the only scenario that predicts the kind of cosmic microwave 
background radiation measured by COBE. These measurements also marked the inception 
of cosmology as a precise science. It was not long before it was followed up, for instance by 
the WMAP satellite, which yielded even clearer images of the background radiation. Very 
soon the European Planck satellite will be launched in order to study the radiation in even 
greater detail.

According to the Big Bang scenario, the cosmic microwave background radiation is a relic of the 
earliest phase of the Universe. Immediately after the big bang itself, the Universe can be 
compared to a glowing "body emitting radiation in which the distribution across different 
wavelengths depends solely on its temperature. The shape of the spectrum of this kind of 
radiation has a special form known as blackbody radiation. When it was emitted the 
temperature of the Universe was almost 3,000 degrees Centigrade. Since then, according to 
the Big Bang scenario, the radiation has gradually cooled as the Universe has expanded. 
The background radiation we can measure today corresponds to a temperature that is 
barely 2.7 degrees above absolute zero. The Laureates were able to calculate this 
temperature thanks to the blackbody spectrum revealed by the COBE measurements.

COBE also had the task of seeking small variations of temperature in different directions (which 
is what the term 'anisotropy' refers to). Extremely small differences of this kind in the 
temperature of the cosmic background radiation – in the range of a hundred-thousandth of 
a degree – offer an important clue to how the galaxies came into being. The variations in 
temperature show us how the matter in the Universe began to "aggregate". This was 
necessary if the galaxies, stars and ultimately life like us were to be able to develop. 
Without this mechanism matter would have taken a completely different form, spread 
evenly throughout the Universe.

COBE was launched using its own rocket on 18 November 1989. The first results were received 
after nine minutes of observations: COBE had registered a perfect blackbody spectrum. 
When the curve was later shown at an astronomy conference the results received a 
standing ovation. 

The success of COBE was the outcome of prodigious team work involving more than 1,000 
researchers, engineers and other participants. John Mather coordinated the entire process 
and also had primary responsibility for the experiment that revealed the blackbody form of 
the microwave background radiation measured by COBE. George Smoot had main 
responsibility for measuring the small variations in the temperature of the radiation.

The COBE results provided increased support for the 
Big Bang scenario for the origin of the Universe, as 
this is the only scenario that predicts the kind of 
cosmic microwave background radiation measured 
by COBE. These measurements also marked the 
inception of cosmology as a precise science.

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Launched 2001

Operated ~10 
years

WMAP
A partnership between 
NASA/GSFC and Princeton

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

WMAP Spacecraft

MAP990422

thermally isolated
instrument cylinder

secondary
reflectors

focal plane assembly
feed horns

back to back
Gregorian optics,

1.4 x 1.6 m primaries

upper omni antenna
line of sight

deployed solar array w/ web shielding

medium gain antennae

passive thermal radiator

warm spacecraft with:
- instrument electronics
- attitude control/propulsion
- command/data handling
- battery and power control

60K

90K

300K

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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WMAP Instrument

RXB @ 290K

FPA
@ 90K

K-band: 23 Ghz
Ka-band: 33 GHz
Q-band: 41 GHz
V-band: 61 GHz
W-band: 94 GHz

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Why low 1/f ?

One of 20
Spin rate

A-B-A-B B-A-B-A

Differential design...

….mK thermal stability

Amplifiers from NRAO, 
M. Pospieszalski design

Noise in maps Gaussian 
over five decades. Jarosik et al.

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Trajectory

L2, 1.5e6 km from Earth.

Lunar swingbyPhasing loops

Co-rotating 
potential.

Official arrival date: 
Oct 1, 2001COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Scan pattern Need to scan in a criss-cross
pattern to avoid striping and to 
minimize pixel-pixel correlations. 
(Wright and Tegmark)

1) Phase switch 2.5 
KHz

2) Spin at 2.2 min/rev

3)Precess through 
30% of the sky in 1 
hour.

4) Full sky every 6 
months.

Four fold 
switching:

Precession Rate: 1rph
22.5� half-angle

A-side
Line of sight

B-side
Line of sight

Spin rate 0.464 rpm

MAP at L2

Earth

Sun

1.5 x 108 km

North Ecliptic Pole

South Ecliptic Pole

+90� +45�

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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First Year 
Coverage 
Map
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COBE-WMAP Comparison

COBE

WMAP

Temperature (µK)
+200-200

Temperature (µK)
+200-200

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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WMAP Internal Linear Combination CMB

Temperature (µK)
+200-200

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Planck - overview

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

• First proposals – COBRAS & SAMBA –
in 1993

• Start of Planck in 1996
• Launch in May 2009
• Operations Aug 2009- Oct 2013
• First data release March 2013
• Second data release Feb – July 2015
• “Legacy” data release: 2017
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Service Module

Shields

Solar array

Telescope

Instruments

Spacecraft elements

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Instrument elements

HEMT LNAs

20 K H2 
Sorption cooler

Backend

Electronics Electronics

4 K/0.1 K 
Cooling
System

Preamps

Service Module

Bolometers

Low Frequency Instrument
30-70 GHz

High Frequency Instrument
100-857 GHz

20 K
300 K

0.1 K
Telescope

W
av

eg
ui

de
s

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Planck Telescope

1. Primary: 1.50 x 1.89 m ellipsoid (CFRP)
2. Secondary: 1.02 x 1.04 m ellipsoid 

(CFRP)
3. System:

a. 1.5 m circular projected aperture
b. Total MWFE<40 µm rms
c. Total e <0.01

4. Reflectors were developed by ESA and a 
Consortium of danish institutes led by 
the Danish Space Research Institute              
(PI: Dr. H.U. Norgaard-Nielsen)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Low Frequency Instrument

1. Freq.: 30 -70 GHz
2. Techn.: HEMT correlation 

receivers (22)
3. Temp.: 20 K (Front-

end), 300 K (Back-end)
4. Ang. res.: 12' (70 GHz) 

to 33' (30 GHz)
5. Temp. sens. @30 GHz: 

~5.4 µK; @70 GHz: 12.7 
µK

6. PI: N. Mandolesi (CNR -
Bologna)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Low Frequency Instrument

SD
F

SD

F

Sky4 K Ref. 
Load

1st Hybrid

HEMT LNAs

Phase switches

2nd Hybrid

~1.5 m Waveguides

LNAs

Detectors & electronics

20 K
300 K

Waveguides

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

High Frequency Instrument

1. Freq.: 100 -850 GHz
2. Techn.: spider-web 

bolometers (50)
3. Temp.: 0.1 K 
4. Ang. res.: 9.2' (100 

GHz) to 5' (850 GHz)
5. Temp. sens. (@100 

GHz):      ~5 µK
6. PI: J.L. Puget (IAS -

Orsay)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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High Frequency Instrument

Back-to-back horns at 4 K

Filters at 1.6 K

Bolometers, horns
and filters at 0.1 K

Flange at 20 K

LFI horns at 20 K

JFET Box at 50 K
(JFETs at 120 K)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

High Frequency Instrument

Figure 2.5.1 Prototype spider bolometer CSK18.  Active absorber diameter, outer spider
circle, is 5.675 mm.  Inset shows NTD Ge sensor at the centre with the two thicker current
carrying and thermal conductance control lines running out horizontally to electrical contacts
on the silicon substrate.

Spider-web or polarisation-sensitive bolometers (CalTech/JPL)

Filters (QMW)Filters (QMW)Filters (QMW)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Cooling system

18K plate (LFI)

HFI Focal  
Plane Unit

J-FET Box
50K stage

Harness

80K

140K

4K cooler
Dilution cooler

18K cooler

300K

Readout 
electronics
Data Processing 
Unit

4K

LR2 
20K

LR1 
18K

LR3 
24K

4K
20K

50K

20K

Gene-
ral 

Electro
nics

V-groove radiators (to 60 K)

20 K H2 sorption coolers (JPL) 
(serves both LFI and HFI)

4 K Stirling cooler (RAL/MMS)

0.1 K 3He/4He dilution cooler (CRTBT/Air Liquide)
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

J. Tauber: Tokyo, Akari workshop, 19 Feb 2009
Two redundant Sorption 
Coolers

4K Cooler

Dilution heat 
exchanger
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Optical configuration

In the focal plane On the 
sky

~8o

Scan direction

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Optical configuration

Scan direction

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Polarization Basics

1. In general, light is partly polarised
a. Part of it is unpolarised
b. Part of it is polarised

2. Polarised light requires four quantities to fully represent it

An ellipse can be represented 
by 4 quantities:

1. size of minor axis
2. size of major axis
3. orientation (angle)
4. sense (CW, CCW)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Polarization Basics

1. Mathematically, it can be represented in different ways
a. Field components
b. Geometric ellipse components
c. (Jones) vectors
d. Stokes parameters
e. …

2. Four maps to represent emission
a. We can mostly ignore V εsinEE2V

εcosEE2U

E E Q

EEI

0y0x3

0y0x2

2
0y

2
0x1

2
0y

2
0x0

==

==

-==

+==

S
S
S

S

• Linear polarization
• Circular polarization
• Fully polarized light
• Partially polarized light
• Unpolarized light 0VUQ

VUQI
VUQI

0V 0, U0,Q
0V 0, U0,Q

2222

2222
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++>

++=

¹==
=¹¹
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Basics: detection

1. Detectors can also be “polarised”: they are sensitive only to 
certain types of polarisation

a. In LFI and HFI, most detectors are linearly polarised
b. To measure I, Q, and U, data from several detectors 

has to be combined

�The Magnetized Interstellar Medium� Antalya, 8-12 September 2003

Both bolometers in a PSB pair 
share the same optics but 
have different readouts

INTENSITY

POLARISATION • Each PSB pair measures (I & 
U) or (I & Q)

• Two pairs, rotated by 45o, 
together measure (I, U, Q)Scan

Note: Planck does not measure V !I  =  Ex
2 + Ey

2 Q = Ex
2 - Ey

2

U =  2ExEyCOSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Polarisation Measurement with LFI 
and HFI

1.Principle is the same for 
both LFI and HFI

2.Polarisation separation 
mechanism is different

a. LFI: Ortho-mode 
Transducer separates 
two orthogonal 
polarisations

b. HFI: Orthogonally 
oriented grids select 
polarisation and deliver 
to separate thermistors

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Choice of orbit

L21.5 Mkm

15o

Spin axis

Boresight

Scan angle = 85o
Science data
antenna (+/-15o)

Shadow cone (10o)

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Observing strategy

Ecliptic plane

1 o/day

“tilted”spin axis
(max tilt = 10o)

Ecliptic pole

Boresight
(85o from spin axis)

Field of view
rotates at 1 rpm

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Integration time @ 353 GHz

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Calibration

1.No on-board standards
2.External photometric calibrators:

a. FIRAS (0.1% on CMB temperature)
b. CMB dipole (~3 mK amplitude, known to ~10 µK)
c. CMB dipole modulation with orbital motion (~0.3 mK

amplitude, known with very high accuracy)
d. Planets (Mars, Saturn) 

3.Precise determination of beam patterns:
a. main beam and mid-sidelobes using outer planets
b. far-side lobes using scanning strategy and models

4.No polarised calibrators on the sky

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Calibration accuracy

• The Planck temperature frequency maps are exquisitely calibrated !
• Absolute calibration accuracy is as low as ~0.1% (100-143 GHz) at 

the largest angular scales
• The Solar dipole amplitude is determined by Planck to 0.06% (0.02o

in direction); worst residual 0.2% at 217 GHz
• Relative calibration between 70 and 217 GHz <0.3% (0.5% when 

including 353 GHz) at intermediate angular scales
• The 545 and 857 GHz maps are calibrated on planets

• The relative calibration is ~1%, but the absolute calibration is 
driven by the model uncertainty of 5%

Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission

Table 4. Intercalibration factors by frequency between LFI, HFI, and WMAP.

CMB Anisotropy [%]

Solar dipole [%] Commander SMICA

Frequency [GHz] (Detector) ` = 1 25  `  100 50  `  500

30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.3a ± 0.1 . . .

44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3a ± 0.1 . . .

70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.04a 0.0a ± 0.1 0.21a± 0.06
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.03 0.09 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reference frequency Reference frequency Reference frequency
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.20 0.02 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.02
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.53 0.5 ± 0.1 0.73 ± 0.11
545 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 �1.0b 1.09 ± 1.5
WMAP (23) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fixed to nominal . . .

WMAP (33) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 ± 0.1 . . .

WMAP 41 (Q) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 ± 0.1 . . .

WMAP 61 (V) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 ± 0.1 . . .

WMAP 94 (W) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.26 0.2 ± 0.1 0.28 ± 0.15

a LFI map rescaling factors that are incorporated in the beam transfer functions, as described in Planck Collaboration II (2015), have been applied.
b For Commander, the e↵ective recalibration of the 545 GHz channel measured in units of µKcmb is the product of a multiplicative calibration

factor and a unit conversion correction due to revised bandpass estimation. See Sect. 5.3 in Planck Collaboration X (2015) for details.

Fig. 6. Ratios of power spectra over the region of the first acoustic peak, uncorrected for foregrounds (which vary over the three
frequencies). The uncertainties are the errors on the mean within each �` = 40 bin of the ratios computed ` by `. Left: Ratios of
70 and 100 GHz TT spectra to 143 GHz. The low values at ` = 50 are due to di↵use foregrounds at 143 GHz. The rise to higher
multipoles in the 70/143 ratio is due to discrete foregrounds. Right: Ratio of TT spectra of Planck 70 and 100 GHz to WMAP
V and W bands, as calculated for Planck 2013 data (Planck Collaboration XXXI 2014) and for the 2015 data. The near-overlap of
frequencies between the Planck and WMAP bands means that foregrounds have no appreciable e↵ect on the ratios. The e↵ect of
the calibration changes in Planck between 2013 and 2015 that are discussed in this paper is clear. There is now excellent agreement
within statistical errors between Planck and WMAP in the region of the spectrum where both have high S/N.
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• Planck has the potential to 
become a calibration standard 
for many ground- and space-
based observatories
• See E.g. cross-calibration 

with SPIRE, VLA (PIPXLV, 
Bertincourt et al 2016)

Planck Collaboration I 2016
COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

The moment of glory – 14 May 2009

14 May 2009
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CMB

Clusters
Thermal Doppler

Galaxies Galactic

Free-free
Synchrotron

Dust
Detector noise

Converting time-ordered data 
to maps of the sky emission

at many frequencies

Converting frequency
maps to component maps,

e.g. the Cosmic Microwave Background

Estimating the CMB
angular power spectrum

and cosmological parameters

Acquiring and processing
time-ordered information

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

The data processing challenge

Measurements
74 detectors, 15000 samples/sec, total ~ 6x1011x3 samples

Frequency maps
9 channels, total ~3x107 pixels

Instrument response
Systematic effects

Foreground maps
~6 foreground components
~dozen parameters
5x106 x6 pixels

Compact source catalogs
>104 sources x 9

CMB temperature map
~5x106 pixels

CMB polarisation maps
~107 pixels x 9

CMB temp. ang. power spectrum
~2000 numbers

CMB pol. ang. Power spectrum
~1000 numbers

Cosmological parameters
~6-12 numbers

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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Limitations

• We want to measure very faint (polarized) signals
• The enemies are

• Systematic effects
• Instrumental
• Scanning

• Astrophysical sources of “noise”
• Data processing pipelines, e.g. map-making, component 

separation 
• So far it has been possible to deal with all of this on a one-by-one 

basis – beyond Planck this is no longer viable
• There is increasing reliance on Monte-Carlo simulations - high-

performance computing

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Summary

Three generations of CMB observations from space
• COBE

• DMR: the first detection of CMB anisotropies
• FIRAS: still the best measurement of the temperature of the 

CMB; absolutely calibrated all-sky spectro-photometric 
maps 30-3000 GHz

• DIRBE: all-sky maps 1.2 -240 µm
• WMAP: all-sky maps 23 - 94 GHz
• Planck: all-sky maps 30 – 857 GHz 

• Currently the flagship CMB data source
• Maps of diffuse galactic foregrounds 
• Catalogues of galactic and extragalactic compact sources

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018
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COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

2001: ACBAR
16 detectors

2007: SPT
960 detectors

2012: SPTpol
~1600 detectors

2016: SPT-3G
~15,200 detectors

2020?: CMB-S4
100,000+ detectors

Detector sensitivity has been limited by 
photon “shot” noise for last ~15 years; 
further improvements are made only by 
making more detectors!

Pol

Pol

Evolution of CMB Focal Planes

Stage-2

Stage-3

Stage-4

CMB Stage-4 Experiment
Described in Snowmass CF5: 

Neutrinos: arxiv:1309.5383 
Inflation: arxiv:1309.5381 

Pol

The next frontier: CMB polarization

Genera7ons%of%suborbital%pol%experiments%

COSPAR course, Quito, March 2018

Litebird

CORE


